Abstract
Introduction
Various techniques have been proposed in academia and industry for image retrieval applications. These approaches can roughly be classified into three categories such as text-based retrieval, content-based retrieval and semantic-based retrieval. In the text-based retrieval technique, each image has a number of keywords for describing the image and the keyword based matching is performed to retrieve relevant images. In content-based image retrieval applications, various well-known low-level features like colour, texture and shape are extracted for describing the image semantics. In the semantic-based retrieval technique, semantic is used to retrieve relevant images. In recent years, attention is focused by researchers on Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), which is a sub-problem of content-based retrieval. It is noticed that the size of the image database used in image retrieval is increasing exponentially and hence it is necessary to propose and use effective tools for retrieving images. Well-known and most popular image retrieval systems are QBIC [13] , NeTra [11] , PicToSeek [6] , Blobworld [1] , etc.
In this paper, our goal is to retrieve set of images that are similar to a given query image. In image retrieval applications, it has been observed that the colour histogram based approach is well suited, since colour matching generates the strongest perception of similarity to the human eye. It is often represented in the form of a histogram, which is a first-order statistical measure that captures the global distribution of colour in a given image. This can be represented in various forms such as colour histogram [15] , colour moments and cumulative colour histogram [16] . A colour histogram may be generated in the RGB colour space, HSV colour space, YCbCr colour space, etc. Since, the RGB colour space is having some drawbacks such as, it does not explicitly distinguish between colour and intensity components, other colour space like HSV, YCbCr, which separate saturation and intensity components are frequently used. RGB values by suitable conversions may be computed to get the values for each component in HSV colour space. Some of the recently proposed colour representatives are colour saliency histogram [23] , which supports human visual attention principle and based on the features of colour, orientation and intensity and followed by the difference of Gaussians and normalization processing, the comprehensive saliency map of an image is generated. Recently, circular ring histogram [22] has been proposed, which has the spatial information. The image is segmented initially using group of circular rings and then the histogram is constructed using the segmented rings. The statistical feature of image blocks has been extracted for representing the colour of blocks, which is named as Order Based Block Colour Feature [19] .In this approach image is divided into 48 blocks and the feature is extracted. In our proposed work, we modify the HCPH histogram [21] to capture the colour information in high-dense background of images for retrieval applications. The weight calculated is distributed to the neighbouring bins based on NBS distance and the performance of the modified HCPH is encouraging while retrieving high-dense background images.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the related works and proposed technique is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental results are presented and we conclude the paper in the last section .
Related Works
In colour-based image retrieval, there are primarily two methods: one based on colour layout [18] and the other based on colour histogram [3] . In the colour layout approach, two images are matched by their exact colour distribution. This means that two images are considered close if they not only have similar colour content, but also if they have similar colour in approximately the same positions. In the second approach, each image is represented by its colour histogram. A histogram is a vector, whose components represent a count of the number of pixels having similar colours in the image. Thus, a colour histogram may be considered to be a signature extracted from a complete image. Colour histograms extracted from different images are indexed and stored in a database. During retrieval, the histogram of a query image is compared with the histogram of each database image using a standard distance metric like Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance. Since, colour histogram is a global feature of an image, the approaches based on colour histogram are invariant to translation, rotation and scale.
Various techniques has been proposed to represent the colour of an image [2] 
It is found that robust histogram construction scheme using the HSV colour space in which a perceptually smooth transition is captured based on the Human Visual Perception of colour (HCPH) can represent semantic information up to a certain degree, due to the complexity in background [21] . In colour saliency histogram [24] , extraction of salient regions is based on the bottom-up visual attention model. Although it has introduced prior knowledge in the model, the bottom-up attention is only suitable for the primary stage of visual perception, it has limitations. Order-based Block Colour Feature [19] is one type of image's colour feature. It has an advantage of the local colour statistical information but it has some bionic traits that this colour feature cannot alone suffice for CBIR. It has to be combined with other features such as shape, texture, and so on. Hence, Modified HCPH (MHCPH), which is an improved version of HCPH is developed. In HCPH, each pixel is divided into true colour component and grey colour component, in a single iteration. But in MHCPH, we distribute the true colour components and grey colour components into many levels thus distributing the weights to neighbouring bins based depending on the weight values and NBS distance.
Modified HCPH
Pixels in a image can be represented with the combination of Hue, Saturation and Intensity Value in the HSV colour space. It is a three dimensional hexacone representation and the central vertical axis is intensity, I. Hue is an angle in the range [0,2π] and is relative to the red axis with red at angle 0, green at 2π/3, blue at 4π/3 and red again at 2π [23] respectively. Saturation, S, is measured as a radial distance from the central axis with value between 0 at the centre to 1 at the outer surface. This is represented in Fig.1 .
Fig 1. HSV Colour Model
The pixel colour is approximated by its intensity or by its hue, say for example while the intensity is low and saturation is high, a pixel colour is very much close to the grey colour. Similarly for other combination of intensity and saturation, we can approximate the pixel value the other way. Therefore, the saturation and intensity values of a pixel are used to determine whether it can be treated as a true colour pixel or a gray colour pixel. It is emphasized that this approach treats the pixels as a distribution of "colours" in an image where a pixel may be of a "gray colour" (i.e., somewhere between black and white, both inclusive) or of a "true colour" (i.e., somewhere in the red, green, blue, red spectrum). The reason is that, for an observer, this is what an image represents is a collection of points having colours -red, yellow, green, blue, black, gray, white, etc.
In our proposed work, colour information of each pixel is converted to HSV colour space. An image pixel contains true colour components, in which the dominant factor is hue. Intensity is the dominant factor for grey colour components. In the first iteration, we calculate true colour components and grey colour components and they are smoothly (i.e., iteratively) distributed, based on hue and intensity values of neighbouring pixel. This is shown in Fig.2 .
Fig 2. Distribution of true colour and grey colour components
As noticed form Fig. 2 , the weights are distributed to the neighbouring bins. The colour information obtained in first level is taken as reference and is distributed smoothly into more iteration. In this paper, we have considered five iteration levels. NBS distance [23] is calculated using true colour and grey colour for distributing the pixel weight to the neighbouring bins. The distance between true colour weight of reference pixel and its iterative distribution with adjacent bins is calculated. Since, soft decision is done for a single pixel, saturation appears to be very small and hence ∆S is considered as 0. The ∆I is considered as the distance calculation and is only for true colour which is shown in Eq. In Table. 1, we present the NBS distance value, which gives the colour difference with respect to the human visual perception based on the distance range. Considering the colour difference and distance, the weight of true colour is distributed. Since, true colour is smoothly distributed and true colour weight also should be smoothly distributed. As per Eq. (1), for true colour, ∆S and ∆I remains zero. This is due to the fact that the saturation and intensity distributed difference is minimum with respect to a single pixel. For grey colour, ∆S and ∆H remains zero, since saturation and hue difference appears to be very minimum. Based on these conditions, true colour weight and grey colour weights are distributed. NBS distance is calculated to the adjacent bins of true colour, it is observed that the immediate adjacent bin close to the reference bin will lie in the distance ranging from 0~1.5. As per the NBS table it is "almost the same". Thus 100% of true colour weight will be distributed to the immediate adjacent bin. As smooth distribution of hue goes on, the NBS distance is calculated for all the adjacent bins iteratively. We observe that while distance starts increasing, say in the range of 1.6~3.0, there is a "slight colour difference". We divide it into 3 groups with 15 iterations. Now, the weight is distributed from 99 to 85. When the distance is measured with respect to the adjacent bins in the range of 3.1~6.0, there is a "remarkable colour difference" range. Hence, we have divided it into 6 groups with 30 iterations and weight distribution starts from 84 to 55. As distance increases, the colour difference will be more, which may lie in the range of 6.1~12.0 and is represented as "very different colour". We divide it into 12 groups with 60 iterations and weight distribution starts from 54 to 00, if distance is greater than 12.0, then it is totally different colour and weight distribution is 0%.
The percentage of weight distribution to the adjacent bins is calculated using Eq. (2) and the same is represented in the form of tree in Fig.3 . During grey colour weight distribution, intensity is distributed iteratively or smoothly. However, we need not apply NBS distance, since the colour difference is very minimum. Thus, we distribute our grey colour weight using Eq. (3). 
Experimental Results
In CBIR application, Precision and Recall are used as parameters for evaluating the performance. Precision is the ratio of the number of the relevant images retrieved to the total number of the irrelevant and relevant images retrieved. Precision is defined as:
Where r R is number of relevant images retrieved. r T is the total images retrieved.
Recall is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant images retrieved to the total number of the relevant images in the database. Recall is a measure of completeness.
Where r R is number of relevant images retrieved. T is the total relevant images retrieved.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, coral benchmark database images are used, which consists of 10 classes such as people, vehicle, building, flower, horses, etc. In experiments, the HSV colour space is chosen for chromatic image processing. We have selected large number of query images from different categories and retrieved the result for each query. Average Precision and Recall is calculated and is shown in the Fig.4 . From the figure ,It is observed that for lower values of recall, the precision is getting higher, which is greater than 65%. Similarly, for higher value of recall, the precision is comparable and the performance of the proposed method is encouraging.
Fig 4. Average Precision versus Recall
In addition, we have compared the performance of the proposed method with DCT histogram quantization algorithm [12] and are shown in Table. 2. In the DCT Histogram Quantization, due to the complex background with respect to a object, the efficiency in the retrieval rate of relevant images has gone down to 40% in the sample dataset of elephant. However, for Dinosaurs category, the precision of has increased to 99%. Here, the retrieval rate is highly dependent on the content of background. However, the precision rate is not completely influenced by the background content of the images on the proposed approach. Since, weight is smoothly distributed to neighbouring bins based on the true colour and gray colour weight, the entire information of the background as well as the object is captured and thus the precision retrieval is 60%. Fig.5 and Fig.6 depicts sample retrieval result for both the proposed and DCT based histogram. The image on the top centre is the query and the rest of the image below is the retrieved image set.
Query Image 
5.Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed content based image retrieval technique using MHCPH. By extracting the colour features of each pixel of the image, the smooth distribution is done with respect to true colour and grey colour. Manhattan distance is used to measure the similarity distance in order to retrieve the similar images from the database. In our work, we took only colour feature and smoothly distributed its information for effective retrieval. However, further increase in the iterations, will certainly improve the retrieval results with high precision and recall. Thus, further care will be taken to balance both of these parameters. For future work, we plan to improve the rate of retrieval by adding more iterations and adding extra features such as texture and shape with the colour to improve the relevance.
